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Abstract

Automatic literary genre classi�cation presents a challenging task for Natural

Language Processing (NLP) systems, mainly because literary texts have deeper

levels of meanings, hold distinctive themes, and communicate certain messages

and emotions. We conduct a study where we experiment with building liter-

ary genre classi�ers based on emotions in novels, to investigate the e�ects that

features pertinent to emotions have on models of genre prediction. We begin

by performing an analysis of emotions describing emotional composition and

density in the dataset. The experiments are carried out on a dataset consist-

ing of novels categorized in eight di�erent genres. Genre prediction models

are built using three algorithms: Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, and

k-Nearest Neighbor. We build models based on emotion-words counts and emo-

tional words in a novel, and compare them to models of commonly used features,

the bag-of-words and the TF-IDF features. Moreover, we use a feature selection

dimensionality reduction procedure on the TF-IDF feature set and study its im-

pact on classi�cation performance. Finally, we train and test the classi�ers on a

combination of the two most optimal emotion-related feature sets, and compare

them on classi�ers trained and tested on a combination of bag-of-words and the

reduced TF-IDF features. Our results con�rm that: using features of emotional

content in novels improves classi�cation performance a 75% F1 compared to

a bag-of-words baseline of 71% F1; TF-IDF feature �ltering method positively

impacts genre classi�cation performance on literary texts.
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1 Introduction

Literary genres structure literary meanings, and literary texts are, in turn, shaped

by their genres. Genres are de�ned in terms of content and style. Content being the

di�erent components of a literary text, and style being the way these components

are put together. In order to classify a novel into a genre, a text analysis must be per-

formed. Millions of books are published every year and publishing houses have to face

the challenging, time-consuming, and expensive task of manual genre classi�cation.

Widespread digitization of texts has led to easy access to huge numbers of literary

texts and, consequently, to a growing interest in developing systems for automated

classi�cation of books.

However, genre identi�cation is a challenging task for Natural Language Process-

ing (NLP) technologies mainly because traditional approaches such as Bag-of-Words

(BOW) and N-gram models rely on word frequencies only. These models do not take

into consideration the abstract concepts which provide a theme for a book and. there-

fore, a distinguished genre. For instance, a novel may include a remarkable number of

murder incidents but still maintain an overall theme of a love story. This is one of the

characteristics of literary texts which makes it di�cult to “compute” a genre out of a

text. An analysis of a novel requires deeper levels of examinations than the surface

level of observed frequencies of words or sentence structures. Meanings, concepts,

norms, values, symbols, and other invisible components, shape the theme of the novel

and de�ne the messages it communicates.

Text analysis is de�ned as “ any systematic reduction of a �ow of text ... to a standard

set of statistically manipulable symbols representing the presence, the intensity, or the

frequency of some characteristics relevant to social science.” (Shapiro and Marko�,

1997). Recent years have witnessed a growing interest in developing NLP systems

reliable in capturing distinctive linguistic features, and improving the performance

of text classi�cation models. A common method for extracting distinctive linguistic

features is the TF-IDF vectorizer which is widely used in research to identify the most

important terms in a dataset for text classi�cation purposes. In a TF-IDF feature matrix,

the terms with high TF-IDF scores are the most discriminant ones; a discriminant term

has high frequency in the given document and a low frequency in the whole dataset

(Salton and Buckley, 1988; Weiss et al., 2015; Zelinka et al., 2017).

Automatic text classi�cation provides a lower-cost solution for numerous problems,

such as, information retrieval services in search engines, easy access to books in digital

libraries, and a useful tool for the categorization stage that books usually go through

when sent to a publisher.

1.1 Purpose and Research �estions

The main hypothesis in this thesis is that di�erent genres evoke di�erent emotions.

We train our models on emotional content and test them to evaluate genre predic-

tion accuracy based on features pertinent to emotions in literary texts. Furthermore,

previous research suggest employing feature selection as an important part of text

classi�cation task where irrelevant and redundant features are discarded to reduce

data dimensionality and improve the accuracy of classi�ers (Jalilvand and Salim, 2017;

Mironczuk and Protasiewicz, 2018). This method is, therefore, used to identify the
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most discriminant terms in a TD-IDF feature set and to remove unimportant terms.

We investigate the e�ect of dimensionality reduction using a certain feature selection

method on TF-IDF features, namely, the n-top features (also referred to as �ltering) on

the accuracy of literary text genre classi�cation models. Thus our study is conducted

to answer the following questions:

• How do features based on emotional content in a literary text impact automatic

genre classi�cation?

• What is the e�ect of TF-IDF feature �ltering on predictive modelling performance

of literary genre classi�cation models?

In this study we build models of genre prediction for automated text classi�cation

of novels in eight prede�ned genre classes, namely,Detective Mystery, Drama, Fiction,
Historical Fiction, Love Stories, Poetry, Science Fiction, and Short Stories. We narrow our

focus to lexical features, more speci�cally, words conveying emotions and the emotion

words they are linked to. Furthermore, we implement a feature-selection approach to

decrease data dimensionality and study its impact on classi�cation performance. We

compare our models to a commonly used representation: the BOW input representation.

The models proposed in this study make use of traditional Machine Learning (ML)

technologies due to the small size of training data available from the dataset chosen for

this study. Traditional ML classi�ers are more convenient to use compared to Neural

Networks or Deep Learning (DL) models which are infamous for requiring massive

amounts of data, lengthy training and running time, and e�ective processing power.

The models proposed in this study provide a relevant example of computer-assisted

literary text analysis, which is a a growing �eld of research in Digital Humanities.

1.2 Outline

This thesis is structured as follows. In chapter 2 we provide an overview of theories

de�ning genre in terms of literature and linguistics, and studies of NLP applications

in genre classi�cation. Chapter 3 provides a description of the dataset we use in this

study, our emotion-based data analysis of it, the methodology adopted for building the

classi�cation model, and describe our experimental settings. We present the results

in 4, and discuss and evaluate the results in chapter 5. We conclude this thesis and

provide suggestions for future research in pertinent issues in chapter 6.
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2 Background

This chapter provides an overview of the �eld of genre classi�cation. It begins by de-

scribing approaches to genre in literary studies, then moves on to a general description

of genre in studies of linguistics. It then covers NLP approaches to genre classi�cation,

and provides a summary of the elements and methods of text classi�cation, followed

by a general review of previous studies of literary genre classi�cation including studies

based on emotional content of literary texts.

2.1 Genre in Literary Theory

Our subject being Poetry, I propose to speak not only of the art in general

but also of its species and their respective capacities; of the structure of

plot required for a good poem ; of the number and nature of the constituent

parts of a poem ; and likewise of any other matters in the same line of

inquiry (Aristotle, 1909, p.23).

Aristotle was among the �rst philosophers who attempted to describe literary works

according to the shared characteristics among them. He suggested that literary works

may be classi�ed into genres based on their linguistic structure, and the number and

nature of the parts they consist of. Structure, therefore, plays an important role in

describing genre. Theories of structuralist approaches describe the ways in which

literary texts are related in terms of intertextual relations. According to Frye (1957), all

literary texts draw on a �nite set of types. These types are then con�gured according to

the di�erent genre a text would belong to. These approaches see genres as organizing

and shaping literary texts in the sense that each text is governed by the genre it is

written in: following the conventions of that genre, and the context mostly related

to that genre. Therefore, genres construct literary meanings by establishing speci�c

space-time settings (Bawarshi and Rei�, 2010).

These approaches suggest that genre adds information to the context of the text.

Dubrow (1982) invites readers to consider the following text:

The clock on the mantelpiece said ten thirty, but someone had suggested

recently that the clock was wrong. As the �gure of the dead woman lay

on the bed in the front room, a no less silent �gure glided rapidly from

the house. The only sounds to be heard were the ticking of that clock and

the loud wailing of an infant.

Dubrow suggests that genre provides information which may help the reader put

things into perspective. In this case, if the readers were told that the title of the book

is “Murder at Marplethorpe”, this would help them build pictures of the scene, the

characters, and the actions taking place. These pictures would look completely di�erent

from the ones they would build if they were told that that title of the book is “The

Personal History of David Marplethorpe”. Characters, actions, representations, and

settings in a detective book are identi�ed di�erently than those in a bibliography book,

for instance.
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2.2 Linguistic Approaches to Genre

Literary texts are governed by the genre they are written in, therefore, there are certain

properties, that a text is expected to have, which are pertinent to its genre. Todorov and

Berrong (1976) pointed out that, within literary genres, there are: thematic elements

that distinguish a comedy from a tragedy; plot settings that make a suspense novel

di�erent from a detective one; and a factual content that distinguishes an autobiography

from a work of �ction. Genre is, therefore, de�ned in terms of these properties.

Similarly, Conrad and Biber (2001) argue that di�erent text types are distinguished

by lexical and grammatical features. The di�erences in the relative distribution of sets

of these features across texts are indicators of genre distinctions. Register analyses

of these linguistic features, they argue, need to be quantitative in order to determine

relative distribution of these features, and these analyses should have a comparative

approach to determine whether a given occurrence is common or rare compared to

other registers. Genre, register, and style are similar perspectives for analyzing text

varieties (Biber and Conrad, 2009). Register holds a broader representation of spoken

and written language samples, while varieties of written texts are always referred

to as genres. In Biber and Conrad (2009) genre is sometimes referred to as register:

for instance referring to �ction as a written register. Style, on the other hand, may

be used to describe the linguistic variations among texts in a certain genre, such as

characteristics associated with di�erent authors or di�erent periods of time. More

speci�cally, genre is a concept that describes the rhetorical conventions of written texts

in a variety and, therefore, genre analysis focuses on these conventions. In addition

to the textual conventions, described in Biber and Conrad (2009), that distinguish

genres, genre analysis may focus on linguistic patterns and the co-occurrences of these

patterns.

Biber (1988, 1989) describes a quantitative approach to identifying features that

co-occur in texts and interpreting these features. He suggests that when certain fea-

tures continue to co-occur, there is an underlying functional in�uence that encourages

this co-occurrence. Conrad and Biber’s individual and collaborative work on En-

glish text varieties resulted in a comprehensive analysis of text variation following a

“Multi-dimensional” analytical approach. Their quantitative study shows that most text

varieties are distinguished by the relative distribution and frequency of core lexical

and grammatical features. The study described in details in Conrad and Biber (2001)

follows a quantitative approach where they compare varieties of texts to identify lin-

guistic co-occurrence patterns. They de�ne 67 linguistic features and used a computer

program developed by Biber to tag occurrences of these features in the texts. The

multi-dimensional analysis clustered texts in seven dimensions of variation listed in

Table 2.1.

Dimension Type Example Example of a frequent feature
Dimension 1 Involved Conversations Present tense verbs

Informational Press reportage Nouns

Dimension 2 Narratives Fiction Past tense verbs

Non-narratives Academic prose Attributive adjectives

Dimension 3 Explicit reference O�cial documents Relative clause constructions

Situation-dependent reference Broadcasts Place and time adverbials

Dimension 4 Overt expression of persuasion/argumentation Professional letters Suasive verbs

Dimension 5 Abstract Academic prose Conjuncts

Non-abstract Phone conversations Interactive

Dimension 6 On-line informational elaboration Panel discussion that clauses

Dimension 7 Academic Hedging Academic texts Academic hedging

Table 2.1: Dimensions of variation with examples. (Biber, 1988; Conrad and Biber, 2001)

Literary texts are categorized in Conrad and Biber (2001)’s Dimension 2: Narrative
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vs Non-narrative; Table 2.2 displays detailed linguistic features distribution for this

dimension. Their comparative quantitative study of linguistic patterns in di�erent

text types lead them to the conclusion that narratives, which include books of �ction

among other genres, seem to have higher frequencies of past tense verbs, third person

pronouns, perfect-aspect verbs, public verbs, synthetic negation, and present participial

clauses. These features are, in turn, a�liated with past time narration, argue Conrad

and Biber (2001).

Frequent features in narratives Less frequent features in narratives

past-tense verbs present-tense verbs

3rd person pronouns attributive adjectives

perfect-aspect verbs

public verbs

synthetic negation

present-participial clauses

Table 2.2: Dimension 2: Narrative versus non-narrative concerns (Conrad and Biber, 2001)

2.3 Automatic Genre Classification

Text classi�cation as a task is based on building models which are learned from

training data labeled with pre-de�ned classes, so that these learned models can classify

new texts into these classes (Liu, 2007; Manning and Raghavan, 2008). This process

involves a series of procedures: (1) data collection and pre-processing, (2) data analysis

and labelling, (3) feature construction and weighting, (4) feature selection and/or

projection, (5) training the classi�cation model, (6) classi�er evaluation (Mironczuk

and Protasiewicz, 2018). The problem of text classi�cation is a prominent research topic;

several studies are conducted to develop new classi�cation systems, or to improve

existing systems in order to get a better classi�cation performance.

While automatic genre classi�cation may hold di�erent meanings in di�erent con-

texts, in the context of this study, automatic genre classi�cation (also genre classi-

�cation) is de�ned as the use of computational methods to classify literary texts or

books according to prede�ned genre categories. Numerous attempts have been made

to automatize genre identi�cation processes. Applications of automated genre classi�-

cation of books are useful for organizing books into categories to be easily browsed

and retrieved. Models of genre classi�cation of books have been a developing �eld

of research on di�erent datasets, algorithms, and feature patterns; a broad review of

research on text classi�cation is provided in Kumbhar (2012).

2.3.1 Text Classification Methods

Several classi�cation techniques have been used for text classi�cation purposes. We

summarize some of these methods which are described in more detail in Aggarwal

and Zhai (2012).

Decision Tree Classifiers

Decision trees use a hierarchical division of the training data. In the context of text

data, the data space is partitioned recursively using a predicate which is a condition

on either (Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012):

• the presence or absence of terms in a text;
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• the similarity-based split which is conditional on the similarity of a text to a

particular word cluster;

• or the discriminant-based split which is based on determining discriminants

that provide directions in the data space along which classes are best divided

with maximum discrimination between classes.

Predicates are used to recursively divide the data space until the leaf nodes contain a

certain minimum number of documents. In the leaf node, the majority class label is

used for classi�cation. A new text is, therefore, classi�ed by applying a sequence of

predicates at the nodes to then traverse a path in the decision tree and determine the

relevant leaf node.

SVM Classifiers

Support Vector Machines were proposed in Cortes and V. Vapnik (1995) for numerical

data, and in Joachims (1998) for text classi�cation. SVM classi�ers aim to determine

separating hyper-planes which perform the best division of data into di�erent classes

with maximum margin of separation. A separating hyper-plane’s normal vector is

a direction of maximum discrimination and the SVM method attempts to �nd the

optimum direction of discrimination in the feature space by examining appropriate

combination of features (Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012). The main optimization problem

for SVM classi�ers is determining the best separator. SVMs have been proven to work

well with high dimensional data such as text data.

k-Nearest Neighbor Classifiers

KNN are proximity-based classi�ers. They perform classi�cation by using distance-

based measures. In order to classify a new test instance, the k-nearest neighbors in the

training data to the test instance are de�ned and the test instance is then classi�ed

as belonging to the majority class of these neighbors. The choice of k depends on

the size of the corpus(Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012). Furthermore, for text classi�cation

purposes, research has found that feature selection and adding term-weights improves

the performance of K-nearest Neighbor classi�ers (Han et al., 2001; Y. Yang and Chute,

1994).

Classifier Ensemble Learning

This method uses a combination of classi�ers where a voting technique is used to

perform the classi�cation task. Since classi�ers are expected to make errors, a combi-

nation of the predictions of di�erent classi�ers is thought to improve classi�cation

accuracy. This method has been used frequently to improve models of text classi�cation

(Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012).

2.3.2 Previous Studies

This section reviews research mostly relevant to literary genre classi�cation, and the

use of emotions in literary texts for genre prediction purposes.

Literary Genre Classification

Worsham and Kalita (2018) collect a dataset from Project Gutenberg consisting of 3577

books in 6 di�erent genres: science �ction, adventure stories, love stories, detective and
mystery stories, historical �ction, and western stories. They build di�erent models with
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di�erent input methods and compare their accuracy. Their results show improved

performance in models where All Chapters were used as input compared to models

where only parts of each book were used. This gain in accuracy supports Biber and

Conrad (2009)’s argument where they emphasize that: a successful genre analysis

should be performed on complete texts, and not excerpts of texts, in a collection of

texts. The results of their study are displayed in Figure 2.1; as shown in the results,

their traditional Machine Learning models stood-out in accuracy compared to their

Deep Learning models which took days to train and still yielded lower accuracy. They

use di�erent input methodologies summarized as follows.

• Input Methodologies for Neural Network Models:

– First 5000: Where only the �rst 5000 words in a text are used in training

and evaluating the models.

– Last 5000: Where only the last 5000 words are used.

– Random 100, 5000: where 100, or 5000 words are extracted randomly from

each text to be used for training and evaluation.

– All Chapters: Where entire books are used.

• Bag-of-Words (BOW): Used as input for traditional Machine Learning models

Figure 2.1: Genre Identification Results by Worsham and Kalita, 2018.CNN: Convulational

Neural Network Y. Kim, 2014. LSTM: text based Long Short-term Memory (Hochre-

iter and Schmidhuber, 1997). HAN: Hierarchical A�ention Network (Z. Yang et al.,

2016).

Worsham and Kalita (2018) employed traditional machine learning classi�ers in

their models and compared them to deep learning models. As can be seen in their

results, Random Forest (RF) and XGBoost classi�ers perform better compared to the

other two machine learning classi�ers: Naive Bayes (NB), and K-nearest Neighbor

(KNN). The performance of Random Forest and XGBoost algorithms was relatively

close. This study inspired the choice of classifying algorithms for our work that is

presented in this thesis.

In addition to providing an overview of the state-of-the-art elements of text classi�-

cation, Mironczuk and Protasiewicz (2018) describe in detail methods of dimensionality

reduction deployed in di�erent studies to enhance classi�cation performance. When

features are selected, and each feature is assigned a numerical value, a dimensionality

reduction step is performed by selecting the most important features. Feature selection
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techniques return the most relevant features and discard the remaining features in the

feature space. These techniques are classi�ed in three groups of selection methods: �l-

ter methods, wrapper methods, and embedded methods (Mironczuk and Protasiewicz,

2018). Filter methods use a feature ranking function to determine whether certain

features are relevant or not based on their rank in the feature space. Features of higher

ranks are, intuitively, more descriptive. These methods, therefore, retain only the n-top

features and discard the remaining features. Wrapper methods, on the other hand,

are algorithms used to search the feature subsets, and test the performance of each

subset on a learning algorithm, to �nally return the best performing feature subset to

be used. The embedded feature selection methods are employed while the model is

being created, in order to learn which features provide better performance.

In spite of a growing number of Computer Assisted Text Analysis (CATA) applica-

tions, the problem of feature selection, argues Omar (2020), remains a challenge. His

study proposes a combination of three statistical methods, namely, variance, TF-IDF,

and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to select only and all the most distinctive

features which can be useful for building more accurate text classi�ers. Variance anal-

ysis takes into consideration words which occur in all or most of the documents in

a collection, clustering the documents accordingly. This feature should be used with

other term-weighting methods, suggests Omar (2020) proposing the most common

feature used in digitized text analysis, the TF-IDF score. In addition to these two

methods, Omar uses the PCA to reduce the number of the dimensions of the data

matrix he created. His model successfully retrieved the most distinctive features in the

relatively small dataset and was able to group the novels into clusters in an accurate

manner. This model seems to introduce promising results. However, The dataset used

in his study was a small dataset consisting of only 74 novels written by only 18 authors.

Using similar approaches on larger datasets would provide more accurate and reliable

insights.

Emotional Content Analysis for Literary Genre Classification

While other studies of text classi�cation took into consideration features such as:

linguistic patterns of co-occurrences in Biber (1988), term frequency and TF-IDF in

Adeva et al. (2014), Guzella and Caminhas (2009), and Worsham and Kalita (2018), this

study is concerned with the emotional content of literary texts. Inspired by previous

studies which deployed emotional content to serve for classi�cation purposes.

Emotions have been treated as a lexical variable with great in�uence on the clas-

si�cation process. Sentiment analysis has been shown to be of relevance in genre

classi�cation studies and research on sentiment analysis of terms in texts has been

growing. It started with determining positive or negative polarity of terms (Lehrer,

1974; Saif Mohammad and Dunne, 2009; P. D. Turney and Littman, 2003) and expanded

to include detecting speci�c emotions in texts (Bellegarda, 2010; S. Mohammad and

P. Turney, 2010).

S. Mohammad (2013) presents numerous uses for the NRC Lexicon developed by

S. M. Mohammad and P. D. Turney (2013); these uses include comparative analyses of

literary genres. They use the NRC Lexicon to present a comparison between two novels

from di�erent genres. This comparison is based on the emotional content of the two

novels. Their analysis shows that the tragedy novel consists of di�erent proportions

of emotion words compared to the comedy novel; more fear, sadness, disgust and anger
words are found in the tragedy and less joy, trust and anticipation. It should be noted,

however, that both novels, the tragedy and the comedy, were written by the same

author.
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Several studies were conducted to model emotion �ow in written texts to classify

books and articles. In their paper, Maharjan et al. (2018) hypothesized that emotional

rhythm may be used to predict the potential success of a novel. They model the �ow

of emotions over novels using recurrent neural networks. Their reported results show

improved performance in predicting successful novels compared to di�erent baselines.

Similarly, E. Kim et al. (2017) collect a dataset consisting of 2019 novels from Project

Gutenberg
1

categorized in �ve di�erent genres. They use emotion �ow over chunks

in an input text as an input feature (EmoArc), along with a BOW feature of the 5000

most frequent words as a baseline, and a lexical emotion feature set (EmoLex). The

EmoLex set is a �ltered version of BOW representation that only consists of the words

in their corpus that are linked to emotion words in the NRC Lexicon (S. M. Mohammad

and P. D. Turney, 2013). For this feature set, they ignore words linked to positive
and negative emotion words. They use traditional ML classifying models along with

Neural Network models and their results show that even using only words which are

connected to emotions (EmoLex) presented an informative feature set upon which

the models were able to classify the texts into genres in a performance comparable to

that of their baseline. Their EmoArc feature representation did not perform as well

as their other two feature sets. In regards to their baseline and EmoLex sets, they

used RF (Breiman, 2001) and multi-layer perceptron (MLP, Hinton, 1989) classi�ers.

Their results are summarized in Table 2.3. They claim to have built a “strong” baseline

using the n-top most frequent features for the BOW baseline representation. Their

results show that their EmoLex representation improves the performance of the MLP

model. The RF model does not improve classi�cation on the EmoLex compared to

their baseline. They implement an ensemble that is a support vector machine (SVM,

V. N. Vapnik and NetLibrary, 2006) classi�cation model which takes predictions from

all their models and performs the classi�cation using a 10-fold cross validation. Their

ensemble model showed improved results compared to their baseline.

Model features F1

RF BOW 80

MLP BOW 74

RF EmoLex 77

MLP EmoLex 81

SVM Ensemble 84

Table 2.3: Summary of results reported by E. Kim et al. (2017)

Samothrakis and Fasli (2015) employ a simple method for correlating emotions in

Fiction novels. They used Project Gutenberg to collect a dataset consisting of six genres

of �ction as detailed in Table 2.4. They use the WORDNET-AFFECT (Strapparava and

Valitutti, 2004) to add emotion vectors for six emotion words on a sentence level for

each book. Their method of feature extraction performed on parts of each text yields

300 features for each book: 50 for each emotion word. They perform a 10-fold cross-

validation on their dataset using the Extremely Random Forest classi�er (Geurts et al.,

2006). They compare their model to term-frequency based classi�ers and their model

of emotion features only provides higher performance. Their method guided them

to the conclusion that features of emotional content increase the accuracy of genre

classi�cation models. Their study provides further evidence for genre distinctions

related to di�erences in emotional content: such as the observations made on the

high fear and disgust scores and overall emotional content in Horror Fiction; lower

1
https://www.gutenberg.org/
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emotional content in Science Fiction; higher surprise value in Humor ; and the high fear
value across all the genres.

Genre Number of Books

Mystery 648

Humor 662

Fantasy 346

Horror 108

Science Fiction 1252

Western 387

Total 3403

Table 2.4: Data Distribution in Samothrakis and Fasli (2015)
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3 Method

The main goal of this thesis is investigating how features based on emotional content

in a literary text impact genre classi�cation of a book, and the e�ects that feature

selection techniques have on model performance. In this chapter we describe the

methods of building our genre classi�cation models based on emotional content in

literary texts. We begin by describing the dataset, the preprocessing step, and the tool

and method used for emotion representation. In addition to that, we provide a data

analysis based on the emotional content the texts in the dataset. We move on then to

de�ne the di�erent feature sets, and describe our experimental setting: our models,

model evaluation methods, and the training feature sets.

Figure 3.1 displays the process of text classi�cation that we follow in this study.

The classi�cation system takes raw literary text as input and classi�es the input data

into eight di�erent genres. To build the model, we tokenize raw texts of novels, and

build classi�ers based on token frequency features. We use a lexicon look up to create

emotion related feature sets. The di�erent models are trained and validated, and �nally,

the best performing models are tested.

Raw

Text

Tokenized

Text

NRC-

Lexicon

look up

Feature

Filtering

Emotional

words

Feature

Filtering

Emotion-

word

Counts

Model

Training

Model

Training

Model

Training

Validation

Validation

Validation

Classi�er

Testing

Classi�er

Testing

Figure 3.1: Flowchart of our text classification process. Feature Filtering includes BOW, TF-

IDF, and a combination of the two feature sets

3.1 The Dataset

In this study, we use the Goodreads dataset collected by Maharjan et al. (2017). The

data is a collection of Project Gutenberg
1

books which have been rated on Goodreads
2

by at least 10 people. The dataset is called Goodreads dataset and is classi�ed into two

categories, successful books with ratings > 3.5 and unsuccessful books with rating <

3.5. The dataset includes books from eight genres. It consists of 1003 books in total,

all in raw text. License-related information are removed from the texts. We merge

the successful and unsuccessful categories in each genre; this leaves us with a dataset

1
https://www.gutenberg.org/

2
https://www.goodreads.com/
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consisting of eight folders, containing a text �le for each book. We decided to choose

this dataset because of its ample size since our ML models do not require huge amounts

of data, and the fact that it consists of a various collection of genres.

Genre Number of Books Average number of tokens in a tokenized text

Detective Mystery 106 7533

Drama 99 5098

Fiction 111 8220

Historical Fiction 81 9849

Love Stories 80 8043

Poetry 181 7458

Science Fiction 87 6303

Short Stories 258 4799

Total 1003

Table 3.1: Goodreads Data Distribution.

Table 3.1 displays the data distribution of the corpus and the average token number

in tokenized texts across the eight genres. Historical Fiction novels have the highest

token average while Short Stories have the lowest in this dataset.

3.1.1 Dataset Preprocessing

The texts in the dataset are tokenized using the built-in Tokenizer in the NLTK library

(Loper and Bird, 2002)
3
. A list of stop words is de�ned using the English Stop Words list

from the NLTK tool in addition to tokens in this list: [mr, mrs, i’ll, i’m], and according

to this, all stop words are removed from the texts. Stop-words removal is a widely-used

feature selection technique deployed to exclude words which are not speci�c to the

di�erent genre classes (Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012).

Traditional NLP methods tend to perform stemming on text data; however, we

chose to omit this step. While it might be good, for computation processes, to reduce

dimensions/ features by stemming the tokens, elements of cooccurrence might be lost

in the process (in addition to that, omitting the stemming step reduces preprocessing

requirements). Biber (1989)’s study of linguistic cooccurrence patterns underlying

the dimensions de�ned by him suggested distinctive use of di�erent verb-tenses, for

example, past vs present, and word forms as in adjectives vs nouns and other patterns

in di�erent text types. Table 2.2 displays an example of frequent features in the Second

Dimension de�ned by Biber to which narrative texts belong. Preserving these patterns,

which otherwise would be removed in the stemming process, should help the model

learn the signi�cance of such patterns as features of distinction between the di�erent

text inputs.

3.1.2 Representation of Emotions

Most text classi�cation models are based on word frequency and distribution; conse-

quently, a word-level analysis is concerned with the surface meaning of a word. The

surface meaning of a word is the meaning that a word carries regardless of the context

it occurs in or the intention of the message where the word is used; otherwise referred

to as the manifest meaning. In contrast, latent meanings lie in deeper levels, these

meanings change with changes of context, communicative intentions, or di�erent

situations and periods of time (Popping, 2013). On these levels we �nd the emotions

that these words trigger when found in literary texts (Jandl et al., 2017). To illustrate,

3
https://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.tokenize.html#module-nltk.tokenize
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we could consider the word mother, one surface meaning that is mostly related to it

is a female parent, however, when we look this word up in the NRC-Lexicon (S. M.

Mohammad and P. D. Turney, 2013) we �nd that it is connected to these feelings:

anticipation, joy, negative, positive, sadness,and trust. This study is therefore interested

in the underlying meanings of words that occur in each book in the dataset.

We use the NRC Word-Emotion Lexicon built by S. M. Mohammad and P. D. Turney

(2013) to track emotions in the dataset. The lexicon consists of circa 14K words mapped

to 8 emotions: anger, anticipation, joy, trust, disgust, sadness, surprise, and fear, in

addition to positive and negative sentiment polarities. Table 3.2 displays examples

taken from the NRC Lexicon (S. M. Mohammad and P. D. Turney, 2013). Each word in

the lexicon is mapped to the ten emotion-words and given the value 1 if the content

word conveys the emotion-word, and given the value 0 otherwise.

anger anticipation joy trust disgust sadness surprise fear positive negative

abandonment 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

heavenly 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0

sterile 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

ugly 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

yell 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

wonderful 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0

Table 3.2: Examples from the NRC lexicon: words and the emotions they convey.

In Figure 3.2 we view the emotion-word composition of the NRC-lexicon
4
. The

�gure shows a rather unbalanced representation of the ten emotion words. A small

portion of the lexicon includes words linked to surprise, joy, anticipation and disgust
emotion words. On the other hand, a bigger proportion of the lexicon includes words

linked to negative, positive and fear emotion words.

Figure 3.2: NRC Lexicon Composition

4
https://saifmohammad.com/WebPages/NRC-Emotion-Lexicon.htm
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3.1.3 Emotion-based Data Analysis

We can see the composition of emotions in each genre in Figure 3.3 which displays

the average relative frequency of each of the ten emotion words mentioned earlier,

across the eight di�erent genres in the dataset.

Figure 3.3: Average relative frequency of emotion-words normalized to 1000 across the eight

genres in the dataset.

Overall, this analysis shows very little variation of emotional composition across the

eight genres in this dataset. A noticeable pattern across these narrative genres is that

the top three emotion words are positive, negative, and trust. However, Poetry books

have the lowest proportion of trust words whileDrama, Historical, and Love Stories have

the highest. Love Stories have the lowest composition of negative words, while Science
Fiction texts have the highest. On the other hand, positive words rates are higher in

Drama and Love Stories and lower in Short Stories. Anger has the smallest portion across

all the genres except for Short Stories which hold the highest composition of anger
words across the genres in this dataset. Poetry texts hold the highest composition of joy
words followed by Drama, Fiction, and Love Stories, while Science Fiction novels hold

the lowest joy portion. Fear, on the other hand, is lowest in Fiction and Love Stories, and

highest in Science Fiction novels. Finally, it may also be noted that anticipation is high in

Love Stories and low in Drama novels. In regards to this data analysis, no distinguished

pattern stood out for the composition of disgust, sad, surprise, or anticipation words

across the genres.

Normalised emotion-words density was calculated for each novel in each genre as

shown in Equation 3.1 where D stands for emotion-words density, E is total emotion-

words count in a book, and T is total number of tokens in a book. Figure 3.4 displays

emotion-words density across the genres in the dataset: the average emotion words

ratio to total number of tokens normalized to a 1000. It was shown in Samothrakis

and Fasli (2015) that Horror novels had higher emotional content compared to Science
Fiction novels. Similarly, this is visible in our data analysis. Science Fiction genre has

the lowest emotional content compared to all the other genres. On the other hand,

Poetry genre is emotionally dense; it has the highest emotional density compared to

all the other genres.
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Figure 3.4: Emotion-words density: average ratio of emotion-words to total number of words,

normalized to 1000, across the eight genres in the dataset.

� =
� × 1000

)
(3.1)

3.2 Feature Sets

This section provides a derailed description of the di�erent feature set representations

used to train the models.

3.2.1 Bag-of-Words Features

The BOW feature representation is used as input for the baseline model. A method

of using only the n most frequent words in a dataset is a common setting adopted

for genre classi�cation where n can hold a di�erent value: e.g. n = 1000 (in Sharo�

et al., 2010), n = 10,000 (in Underwood, 2016), and n = 5000 (in E. Kim et al., 2017). In

our study, we experimented with di�erent values for n and it was decided to set the

maximum number of features to 3000, because it yielded a slight improvement in the

performance of the models on the validation set.

3.2.2 Filtered TF-IDF

The TF-IDF formula is described in Equation 3.2 for a term t and a document d where

tf(t,d) is the term frequency of t in a document d, and idf(t) is the inverse document

frequency of t de�ned in Equation 3.3, where n is the total number of documents in

the dataset, and df(t) is the number of documents in which the term t occurs.

C 5 − 83 5 (C, 3) = C 5 (C, 3) × 83 5 (C) (3.2)

83 5 (C) = ;>6( 1 + =
1 + 3 5 (C) ) + 1 (3.3)

We use one of the feature selection approaches listed in Mironczuk and Protasiewicz

(2018) and used by Omar (2020), namely, the n-highest TF-IDF frequencies. Where only

the variables with the highest TF-IDF values are retained to reduce data dimensionality.
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Figure 3.5 displays the TF-IDF values across the dataset used here. We can see the

frequencies fall to lower scores after circa 3000 features. This analysis in�uences the

choice of n; after experimenting with both n= 3000, n=2000, it was decided to retrieve

only the 2000-highest TF-IDF scores as input features for this model because it provided

a slight improvement in model performance.

Figure 3.5: TF-IDF scores of the dataset

3.2.3 Emotion-word Counts Features

We use the NRC emotion-word lexicon (S. M. Mohammad and P. D. Turney, 2013) to

extract emotion-word counts in each text for the ten emotion-words: anger, anticipation,
joy, trust, disgust, sadness, surprise, positive, negative and fear. As described in Biber,

1988 and suggested by Conrad and Biber, 2001, the counts are normalized to 1000

to account for di�erences in lengths of the texts and then relative frequencies are

calculated for each of the ten emotion-words in each text. We refer to this input

representation as Emo-counts.

3.2.4 Words Conveying Emotions

Also referred to as emotional words, this feature set is constructed by the words in a

text that, according to the NRC Lexicon (S. M. Mohammad and P. D. Turney, 2013),

are thought to convey any of the ten emotion-words: anger, anticipation, joy, trust,
disgust, sadness, surprise, positive, negative and fear. We use the same NRC emotion-

word lexicon lookup strategy and discard words that do not relate to any of the ten

emotion-words mentioned above; these words have value 0 for all the ten emotion

words. For instance, the word carriage in the NRC lexicon has the value 0 for all ten

emotion words, that is why it would be removed from the text for this feature set,

since it does not convey any emotion. Each text is, therefore, shrunk to its emotional

content.

This method does not take into consideration the emotions that these words convey.

Using this model, more weight is put on words that convey emotions and variations

of these words. Figure 3.6 displays the word-cloud
5

of the Major Barbara by Bernard

5
Google Word Cloud Generator
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Shaw book, which is one of the novels categorized under the Detective Mystery genre

in the dataset. This �gure helps us see the two di�erent representations of the contents

of the same text. The �rst one is the original tokenized text, and the second one is the

original tokenized text after we remove words that do not convey emotions. We refer

to this input representation as Emo-words and it is represented through BOW and

TF-IDF features.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, E. Kim et al. (2017) use a similar representation. However,

they ignore words that, according to the NRC-Lexicon (S. M. Mohammad and P. D.

Turney, 2013), are only linked to positive or negative emotion words. In addition to that,

they only used a BOW representation for this feature set. In contrast, for this feature

set we also keep words that, according to the NRC-Lexicon, only convey these two

sentiment polarities. Consequently, words such as reason, and scheme would not be left

out for only conveying positive, and negative emotion-words, respectively. Furthermore,

we use a TF-IDF data representation in addition to the BOW representation.

(a) Tokenized text (b) Text with emotional words only

Figure 3.6: Word Cloud: Major Barbara by G. B. Shaw

3.3 Building the Models

In this study, traditional machine learning classi�ers are employed and used with

di�erent input features to be compared to a commonly used baseline, the BOW model.

We experiment with the di�erent feature sets detailed above and three classi�ers:

Random Forest (RF, Breiman, 2001), Support Vector Machine (SVM, V. N. Vapnik and

NetLibrary, 2006), and k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN, Cover and Hart, 1967). We do not

modify any of the three algorithms used in our study. The choice of the classi�ers was

inspired by Worsham and Kalita (2018)’s study; moreover, RF classi�er was chosen in

the study conducted by E. Kim et al. (2017) as well and it yielded results comparable

to those of Neural Network models.

The classifying algorithms are chosen from Python module Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et

al., 2011) to be trained on di�erent input feature sets. Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011)

GridSearchCV tool was used to choose the best hyper-parameters for each algorithm

on the validation set. A 10-fold cross validation method is used to randomly shu�e

and split the training data into a 90% training set, and a 10% validation set. Tuning

on the validation set helps us determine the best hyper-parameters for each classi�er
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on each feature set. The tuned parameters are listed in Table 3.3 and the otherwise

unmentioned parameters hold the default settings as per Scikit-learn documentation.

Feature Set SVM RF KNN

BOW (baseline) kernel= linear, C= 1 max_features= ’sqrt’, n_estimators= 1500 n_neighbors= 10

TF-IDF C= 100, W = 0.1, kernel= ’rbf’ max_features= ’sqrt’, n_estimators= 500 n_neighbors= 20

Emo-counts C= 100, W= 0.0001, kernel= ’rbf’ max_features= None, n_estimators= 300 n_neighbors= 40

Emo-words BOW C= 100, W= 0.0001, kernel= ’rbf’ max_features =’sqrt’, n_estimators= 1500 n_neighbors= 10

Emo-words �ltered TF-IDF C= 10, W= 0.1, kernel= ’rbf’ max_features= None, n_estimators= 300 n_neighbors= 40

Table 3.3: Hyper-parameter se�ings for each classifier on each feature sets.

3.4 Model Evaluation

We use the Scikit-learn tool to randomly split the dataset into a 70% training data

and a 30% test data using the Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) splitting model; this

split ratio was used by Maharjan et al. (2017, 2018) as well. In the experiments the

models are trained on the training data, and the mean F1-Measure (Sparck Jones, 2001;

Van Rijsbergen, 1979) for each classi�er was calculated using a 10-fold cross validation

method (Kohavi, 1995) to measure the performance of each model on the validation

data as recommended in Kohavi (1995) and similar to E. Kim et al. (2017) and Sharo�

et al. (2010). Our models are compared according to their mean F1-score, in terms of

input features and classi�cation algorithms, to a commonly used baseline, the (BOW)

baseline model described above.

The F1-Measure is a commonly used evaluation metric for machine learning models

of text classi�cation. It is de�ned in terms of precision and recall (Sparck Jones, 2001;

Van Rijsbergen, 1979) in Equation 3.4.

�1 = 2 × (?A428B8>= × A420;;)(?A428B8>= + A420;;) (3.4)

Furthermore, we re�ect on expected error rate of the di�erent classi�ers by reporting

the Mean Squared Error (MSE) score for each model. The MSE is a risk metric of the

expected value of squared error. MSE is de�ned in Equation 3.5 (Pedregosa et al., 2011):

where ~̂ is the predicted value of the i-th sample, yi is the true value of the sample,

and n is the total number of samples. All metrics are imported from the Scikit-learn

tool (Pedregosa et al., 2011). A comparison of performance is performed to investigate

accuracy of the di�erent models measuring their respective F1 scores. The reported

results determine the best performing classi�er and the most informative features. We

select the best performing algorithm and train and test it on a combination of the two

best feature sets. The �nal testing is done on the testing data, which constitutes 30%

of the dataset.

"(� (~, ~̂) = 1

=

=−1∑
8=0

(~8 , ~̂8)2 (3.5)

3.5 Training Feature Sets

The �rst three input feature sets are the BOW, TF-IDF, and the Filtered TF-IDF scores

extracted from the tokenized raw texts. For the BOW input representation, the feature

matrix is decreased to the 3000-top features in all of our experiments. Table3.4 provides

a description of the input features which are described in detail in Section 3.2.

In the following chapter, we present results of our experiments in a 10-fold cross

validation setting, and the �nal results on the test data.
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Feature Input data Description

BOW tokenized data 3000-top BOW features

TF-IDF tokenized data full TF-IDF feature matrix

Filtered TF-IDF tokenized data 2000-top TF-IDF features

Emo-counts tokenized data ten features: one for each emotion word

Emo-words BOW only words conveying emotions 3000-top BOW features

Emo-words �ltered TF-IDF only words conveying emotions 2000-top TF-IDF features

Table 3.4: Description of Input Features
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4 Results

The experiments are performed in order to select the highest scoring classi�er, and to

identify and use the optimal combination of features for our dataset. The experiments

are carried out on the training data and tested on the validation set using 10-fold cross

validation. The best performing models are then chosen to classify the test data and

results are reported in the �nal section of this chapter.

4.1 Results On Validation Set

The results for various input features and the three algorithms are presented in Table

4.1. The model performance is measured as F1 score and the Mean Squared Error (MSE)

rate over the 10 folds as average.

Input Features Model F1 ≈ MSE ≈
Baseline : BOW RF 0.71 3.29

SVM 0.70 3.00

KNN 0.58 5.78

TF-IDF RF 0.67 4.36

SVM 0.58 6.28

KNN 0.35 9.57

Filtered TF-IDF RF 0.68 3.48

SVM 0.67 3.39

KNN 0.52 5.12

Emo-Counts RF 0.54 4.41

SVM 0.58 3.90

KNN 0.53 4.80

Emo-words BOW RF 0.75 1.90

SVM 0.68 3.29

KNN 0.38 5.99

Emo-words Filtered TF-IDF RF 0.62 4.97

SVM 0.62 4.63

KNN 0.48 5.13

Table 4.1: Genre Classification Experiments Results
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4.1.1 Best Classification Algorithm

As can be seen from our results, RF classi�er achieves the best results on all feature

sets (average F1=0.66) compared to SVM (average F1= 0.63) and KNN (average F1=0.47)

except on the Emo-counts feature set where SVM performs slightly better compared to

the other two classi�ers. The Emo-words BOW feature set decreases the mean squared

error rate of the RF classi�er by circa 2% to 1.9 which is the lowest mean squared

error rate reported in our experiments. Over all the di�erent data representations, RF

algorithm shows the lowest average MSE equal to 3.73, while SVM has an average

MSE of 4.08 and KNN has the highest average MSE rate of 6.06.

4.1.2 Feature Set and Se�ing

Compared to the baseline, the Emo-words BOW input representation improves the RF

classi�er performance by circa 4%. The average F1 score across the three classi�ers is

the highest given the BOW baseline feature set followed, in terms of performance, by

the Filtered TF-IDF and the Emo-words BOW feature sets. The lowest average MSE

rate across the feature sets is that of the Emo-words BOW (≈3.7).

The TF-IDF representation has a negative impact on the performance of the clas-

si�ers, mostly on KNN, and slightly on SVM. Moreover, the lowest average F1-score

across the three classi�ers (0.53), and the highest MSE average (6.73) are reported

given the TF-IDF data representation. This feature set increased the MSE rate by circa

3% compared to the baseline average MSE rate. However, using the Filtered TF-IDF

strategy improves the F1 score of these classi�ers to an average F1 score of 0.62 and

their performances get closer to baseline model performance (F1 average= 0.66). Nei-

ther Emo-words Filtered TF-IDF, nor Emo-counts input feature sets improve the model

performance for any of the three classi�cation algorithms compared to the baseline.

4.1.3 Best Model

According to the results reported above, the highest average F1-score is for the baseline

model (0.66), followed closely by the Filtered TF-IDF (0.62) and the Emo-words BOW

(0.60). These models have, therefore, the best performance compared to the rest of

our models. The TF-IDF has the lowest average rate of F1-score (0.53) compared to all

other models. Overall, RF and SVM classi�ers perform better than the KNN classi�er,

and the Emo-words BOW input feature improves RF performance compared to the

baseline and the other models. Moreover, SVM performance on the Emo-words BOW

is close to the classi�er’s performance on the baseline input feature set.

These experiments show that: the 2000-top TF-IDF feature selection technique posi-

tively impacts classi�cation performance; RF classi�er provides the best classi�cation

performance given our experimental setting; Emo-words BOW feature representation

is the optimal feature set for the classi�cation model.

4.2 Results on Test Set

This section presents the results of testing the best models with the most informa-

tive features on the test data. Given the promising results of emotion features, we

combine the features from the best performing models, in order to investigate model

performance on a combination of emotional content features. We chose to train the

RF algorithm on a combination of the Emo-words BOW and the Emo-words Filtered

TF-IDF feature sets using Feature Union methods included in the Scikit-learn tool

(Pedregosa et al., 2011). We test the model on the test set in order to evaluate feature
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Genre

BOW & Filtered TF-IDF Emo-words BOW & Emo-words Filtered TF-IDF

Number of texts

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Detective Mystery 0.79 0.90 0.84 0.76 0.97 0.85 30

Drama 0.83 0.91 0.87 0.57 0.73 0.64 22

Fiction 0.48 0.36 0.41 0.46 0.58 0.51 36

Historical Fiction 0.59 0.43 0.50 0.67 0.26 0.38 23

Love Stories 0.50 0.22 0.30 0.40 0.09 0.14 23

Poetry 0.88 0.82 0.85 0.80 0.89 0.84 55

Science Fiction 0.79 0.46 0.58 0.79 0.92 0.85 24

Short Stories 0.65 0.91 0.75 0.95 0.93 0.94 88

Table 4.2: Test data prediction results of RF classifier on BOW & Filtered TF-IDF and Emo-

words BOW & Emo-words Filtered TF-IDF.

combination e�ect on the selected model. Moreover, we train and test RF on a combi-

nation of BOW (baseline) and Filtered TF-IDF features, and compare the two models.

The classi�cation report results are displayed in Table 4.2.

Overall, we see how the classi�er performance improved compared to BOW &

Filtered TF-IDF features. Table 4.2 shows that in terms of precision, Poetry genre has

the highest score for accurate positive predictions, while Fiction has the lowest. In

regards to recall, Drama and Short Stories genres have the highest score, while Love
Stories have the lowest. The highest F1 score is gained on the Drama genre, and the

lowest score is gained on the Love Stories class. On the other hand, the best model

results show that Poetry has the highest precision score and Detective Mystery genre

has the highest recall score, while Love stories genre has the lowest score for both

precision and recall values. This model performs best on the Short Stories genre giving

the highest F1 score, and it gives the lowest score on Love Stories genre.

Input Features F1 MSE

BOW & Filtered TF-IDF 0.70 3.34

Emo-words BOW & Emo-words Filtered TF-IDF 0.75 2.04

Table 4.3: Test set classification results on feature combinations.

Table 4.3 displays results of testing on combined features: BOW & Filtered TF-IDF

on the tokenized texts, and Emo-words BOW & Emo-words Filtered TF-IDF features

of the emotional words dataset. Compared to the BOW & Filtered TF-IDF, we see a

great drop in the MSE rate, and a high increase of F1 scores in the Emo-words BOW

& Emo-words Filtered TF-IDF model. The Emo-words BOW & Emo-words Filtered

TF-IDF increases the F1 score by 4% to 0.75 compared to the BOW & Filtered TF-IDF

of 0.70 F1. The MSE rate drops to 2.0 on the Emo-words feature combination model.

The confusion matrix for the best performing model, the Emo-words BOW & Emo-

words Filtered TF-IDF, tested on the test data is viewed in Figure 4.1. Trained and

tested on emotional content features of Emo-words BOW and Emo-words Filtered

TF-IDF, the classi�cation model performs best on the Detective Mystery and Short
Stories genres. The model shows a good performance on the Poetry, and the Science
Fiction genres as well. On the other hand, the worst performance is on the Historical
Fiction genre; it is mostly confused with Fiction, in addition to confusion with Detective
Mystery, Love Stories, ,and Science Fiction, but no confusion is made between Historical
Fiction and Poetry texts. As seen in this matrix, Fiction texts are mostly confused

with Detective Mystery and Poetry texts. Compared to the confusion matrix of the

BOW & Filtered TF-IDF viewed in Figure 4.2, we �nd that emotional content features

improve prediction mostly on the Science Fiction and the Fiction classes, in addition to

reducing the confusion with the Short Stories class, and the improving performance on
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Figure 4.1: Confusion matrix: Random Forest classifier tested on Emo-words BOW & Emo-

words Filtered TF-IDF features of the test set.

Detective Mystery and Poetry. On the other hand, emotional features show a decrease

in prediction accuracy on the Drama, Historical Fiction, and Love Stories genre classes.

Overall, our results con�rm that: emotion-related features improve genre prediction;

dimensionality reduction techniques of �ltering TF-IDF features positively in�uence

classi�cation performance.
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Figure 4.2: Confusion matrix: Random Forest classifier tested on BOW & Filtered TF-IDF

features of the test set.
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5 Discussion

In this study, we built text classi�cation models by using features describing emotions in

texts, and compared them to a commonly used baseline, the BOW data representation.

Di�erent feature sets had di�erent impacts on classi�cation performance. The TF-IDF

�ltering method gave better results compared to full TF-IDF matrices. Furthermore,

training the model on combinations of features and testing it on test data yields results

similar to those reported from our experiments.

In regards to the TF-IDF representation, a dimensionality reduction method, known

as the n-top features, improved classi�cation performance compared to a full TF-

IDF feature matrix; this is mainly because more weight is placed on more dominant

features (Jalilvand and Salim, 2017; Mironczuk and Protasiewicz, 2018; Omar, 2020).

This method of feature selection speci�cally improved KNN classi�er performance on

the dataset as was also shown in Han et al. (2001) and Y. Yang and Chute (1994). Our

results, therefore, imply that TF-IDF feature �ltering methods improve literary genre

classi�cation.

The Emo-counts feature set decreased model performance compared to baseline

features, and this may be a consequence of the relatively small data representation

matrix size; which consists of only 10 features, one for each emotion word. In addition

to that, our emotion-based data analysis of this dataset shows very little distinction in

the emotion word composition across the di�erent genres, and this may mean that

models based only on emotion words frequencies will not have enough features to

learn from. Further research with di�erent implementations of emotion words counts,

and �nding optimal methods to integrate such features with other feature sets may

provide better insights into making emotion word composition more helpful to genre

prediction models.

However, a di�erent representation of emotional content provided promising results,

namely, the Emo-words BOW and Emo-words Filtered TF-IDF feature sets. This feature

representation method puts more weight on words conveying emotions in a book.

Literary texts are formed in a way to communicate di�erent feelings (Jandl et al.,

2017); we found that extracting features representing these feelings improves genre

classi�cation of literary texts. The Random Forest classi�er on the Emo-words BOW

features outperformed the baseline and our other models with an F1 score of 0.75 and

a mean squared error rate as low as 1.90. This implies that decision tree classi�ers are

more likely to show improved classi�cation performance on emotion-related feature

sets. This feature representation is similar to a feature representation method used

by E. Kim et al. (2017); while their results show no improvement for the RF model

on the feature set compared to their baseline, our Emo-words feature representation

improved RF model performance compared to our baseline.

The best performing model with the optimal emotion-based feature representations,

the Emo-words BOW & Emo-words Filtered TF-IDF, shows better results on the test

set. This feature combination provides a larger feature set for the model to learn from.

The confusion is mainly made between the di�erent types of Fictions: Historical Fiction,

and Fiction, and Love Stories. These genres are closely related; most love stories are

works of �ction. Another reason for this confusion might be the small sizes of the

Historical Fiction and Love Stories classes in the dataset. Short Stories, and Poetry novels

are predicted with high accuracy, and one reason might be the big size of these two
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genre classes in the dataset which gave the model enough training data on these two

genres to learn from. Another reason might relate to the distinctive emotional content

of these two classes: Poetry genre having higher levels of joy; Short Stories having

higher levels of anger ; and a distinctive high emotion density in texts belonging to the

Poetry genre, as was established from our data analysis in Chapter 3.

As mentioned before, the Emo-words BOW & Emo-words Filtered TF-IDF model

gave the best performance on the Detective Mystery class, and given the fact that

this class is not as large as the Short Stories class, this result suggests a promising

application of the model to speci�cally distinguish novels belonging to Detective
Mystery. This model is based on frequency and variation of words that convey emotions,

and it performs well on Detective Mystery. This may suggest distinctive variations of

emotional words that occur in Detective Mystery genre novels.

Our experiments show that the classifying algorithms chosen in this study perform

rather well on the dataset, especially the SVM algorithm along with the RF algorithm.

This suggests that, in addition to combining features, results may be improved by

implementing an ensemble model where predictions from di�erent classi�ers are

combined and used to yield better predictions and, in turn, higher accuracy.

One external factor which may have played a major role in in�uencing features

of emotional content is using the NRC Lexicon (S. M. Mohammad and P. D. Turney,

2013) in this study. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the lexicon does not have a balanced

composition of terms linked to emotion words. Consequently, emotion-related features

are negatively a�ected; words that hold emotional meanings may be discarded if they

are not represented in the lexicon. This issue might be addressed in the future by

increasing the lexicon size or concatenating it with other similar lexicons.
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6 Conclusion

This study was conducted to investigate the e�ciency of using features pertinent to the

emotional content of literary texts in genre prediction models, and to experiment with

di�erent model settings and di�erent feature sets to get better performance. We chose

the Goodreads dataset (Maharjan et al., 2017), which consists of 1003 texts, collected

from Project Gutenberg, categorized in eight genres: Detective Mystery, Drama, Fiction,
Historical Fiction, Love Stories, Poetry, Science Fiction, and Short Stories.

Three classifying algorithms were used in this study: SVM, RF, and KNN. Using the

Scikit-learn GridSearchCV tool (Pedregosa et al., 2011) and a 10-fold validation method,

we determine the best hyper-parameters for each algorithm on each feature set by

tuning the classi�ers on the training data. In our experiments, the tuned classi�ers are

trained and tested on the training data using a 10-fold cross-validation method and

the F1 measure to select the best-performing model. We employed a dimensionality

reduction feature selection technique to improve model performance on TF-IDF feature

representation. In addition to that, we experimented with two di�erent feature sets

related to the emotional content of a book based on a lexicon look-up in the NRC

Emotion Lexicon (S. M. Mohammad and P. D. Turney, 2013): the Emo-words counts

feature set, which consists of the number of words linked to each of the ten emotion-

words in the lexicon; the Emo-words BOW and Emo-words Filtered TF-IDF, which are

features related to frequencies of words conveying emotions in a text. We compared

the models to a widely-used baseline model, the BOW representation.

The emotion-words counts (Emo-counts) model has a very low average F1 score

(0.55) which is understandable given the small size of the input features matrix, how-

ever, this feature representation could be optimized in future research to receive better

results. On the other hand, we found that the Emo-words BOW feature set improved

the performance of the RF classi�er to an F1 score of 0.75 compared to its performance

on baseline features (0.71), and decreased the Mean Squared Error Rate to 1.9 compared

to the baseline of 3.29 MSE. This model shows distinctively high performance on the

Detective Mystery class, given the small class size of this genre in the dataset.

Findings from our study con�rm that: features of emotional content improve genre

prediction accuracy; the TF-IDF feature �ltering method positively impacts genre

classi�cation performance.

This study may be extended in numerous ways for further research on literary

genre analysis and prediction based on the emotional content of literary texts. An

investigation may be made to study whether models would perform better for a speci�c

genre if trained on novels belonging only to that one genre; for instance, would models

trained on detective novels perform better in detective genre prediction compared

to models trained on several genres? Additionally, emotional content features may

be aggregated with syntactic features to study the impact of syntactic information

of emotional words on genre classi�cation models. Another possible extension of

our study may be based on modifying the size of the genre classes to study model

performance on a more balanced dataset. This may be achieved by adding more books

to the weakly represented classes such as the di�erent types of Fiction genres and the

Short Stories class. Given the appropriate lexicon and data, the methods used in this

study may be used to build classi�cation models for literary texts in languages other

than English.
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